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Amanda Farmer: Hello and welcome to this summit session. I'm Amanda Farmer, the founder of Your Strata Property and your
Summit Host. In this session, I'm bringing you Sam Reece. Sam is the Founder of Australian Apartment Advocacy, giving a voice to
apartment owners across the country. Sam shares how she is lobbying the government to empower apartment owners to make
better purchasing decisions. You'll be very interested in hearing about the education kit that she's been working on in particular. 
Now, this summit is all about shifting your perspective, finding new ways to tackle difficult problems. This summit is also about
action. How can we put these great lessons to work in our communities? Right after the interview I'll be back to share with you my
own summit shift. One piece of gold that I have personally taken from this interview has changed the way I'm thinking about
apartment ownership. I'll also let you know how you can get your hands on the summit souvenir playbook, a complete list of key
takeaways from each summit session including everyone of my summit shifts and the action steps that you can take in your
communities to implement precisely what our summit guests are sharing in their interviews.  Right now, let's head over to my chat
with Sam Reece. Sam Reece, welcome.

Sam Reece: Hi, thanks for having me, Amanda.
 
Amanda Farmer: My absolute pleasure. Wonderful to have you as part of our 2020 Summit. Sam, we last spoke for the podcast
way back in episode 111. I was looking at the dates and that was May 2018. Feels like a lifetime ago, a few things have changed in
the world since then. And you have been super busy. You ran a fabulous survey last year through Australian Apartment Advocacy.
I understand you had about 3,000 apartment owners across the country participating in that.  And where I want to start is with your
findings about the reasons why people choose apartments. I think you came up with the top three reasons people choose
apartments. What were they?

Sam Reece: Well, definitely. I thank you for mentioning that because here is the report. I often say that it took me longer to birth
this than my own children. But, yes, it was the largest study of its kind - 3,300 and we're repeating that again next January. So if
anyone is an apartment owner who is actually watching this at the moment, please make contact with me so I can add you to my
database and you can be involved in that survey as well.  Well, listen. There is 86% satisfaction with apartment living and I'm
calling the easy breezy lifestyle, right?

Amanda Farmer: Love it.
 
Sam Reece: So what they love about their apartment, they love it's close to public transport, it's close to cafes, it's close to
restaurants, shopping. And so it's all about location, location, location. If you're going to build an apartment building, it has to be in
a village atmosphere so people can have the convenience and that's why we call it easy breezy.

Amanda Farmer: Yes, so people are choosing apartments because of their location. I imagine transport has something to do with
that as well?
 
Sam Reece: Oh, absolutely. So they definitely want to be able to actually be carless, they want to make their life as simple as
possible. What was also interesting was that we talk about the fact that right sizers or as some people might call them, down sizers,
but the majority of them were actually not moving because the kids had left home. They were moving because they wanted less
maintenance. And in fact, I'm actually living in a three storey house at the moment because I had an au pair until COVID. Next
year, we're moving into an apartment, myself and my two kids. I'm choosing a location that's right next to the train station because
they can walk down, hop on the train. It's two stops for them into their school, it's 2 stops for me into the city. We have a
Woolworths there, we have my beauty salon there, we have restaurants. And that it's what it's all about.
 
Amanda Farmer: Yes, so exciting. You're joining us in apartment living. I, too, moved with a young family from a house to an
apartment a few years ago. We live in a 3 bedroom apartment. And I say exactly the same thing. I love the amenity that we have
where we live, we are close to transport. We have a car but we don't use it. My car sits in my garage for three weeks and I think if
we didn't have a child who we were occasionally running to different places, we wouldn't have a car, we wouldn't need one.  Back
in the days when I used to travel, I loved just being able to lock up and leave and feel that everything was safe and secure 
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and my neighbours had things under control if I needed them to. All of those reasons, definitely, resonate with me personally as
well.

Sam Reece: Absolutely. Listen, I think that at the moment, people are coming out of the post-COVID era and I like to call it as “live
my dream” era. And so we actually have seen a significant uptake, particularly in the west with apartment living because we're also
offering fantastic stamp duty incentives at the moment, up to $50,000 off stamp duty if you're buying off the plan and up to 25,000 if
it's under construction. So what we're seeing is a kaboomski happening.  I would like to see that also happen in the other states
once we actually are cleared in the east coast of that whole post-COVID era, too.
 
Amanda Farmer: Yes, well  it's interesting to hear your WA's residents referring to the post-COVID era already and we over here
on the eastern side of the country are feeling a little more nervous about calling it just yet. But, I did want to ask you, we are
reading across the country about, in certain areas, talk about a decline in property values, a COVID t there. Is this impacting
apartments? Should apartment owners and investors be worried? What are you seeing and feeling in your space?

Sam Reece: Listen, if you've chosen an apartment in a great location with a great range of amenities, you are not seeing your
apartment drop in value. So we've just recently looked at Perth CBD, those apartments have retained their values the last three
years. Now, another precinct which is the western suburbs here, Claremont, we've actually seen a 2.7% medium price growth. So if
you're in the right location, you're actually going to be able to buffer your way through this.  If you're on the outskirts of the city, if
you're not near amenity, if you're stuck in the middle of suburbia, that's when you're going to start to see your apartment prices fall.
But, that's only a temporary measure. The one thing that we've learned from COVID is the pause, right? It probably is the pause
that we all needed. So, if you can just hold your breath a little bit longer, it will come through and prices will resume because as I
said, once people have gotten through this near death experience, may I call it, they are going to start to say, "No longer am I going
to wait to fulfill my dreams, I'm going to get on with life and do what I want to do." And that's when you're going to start to see pick
up rates.
 
Amanda Farmer: Yes, love it. Love the positivity. What about investors who are trying to rent their apartments? We're seeing the
rental market turn a little bit upside down at the moment, particularly in certain areas that we might have seen performing well
because of the ability to have tourist accommodation or short-term letting, investors who'd purchased for that market and now not
able to find tenants to rent at the same price or at all. What would you say to investors who are struggling to rent their apartments
at the same level or since COVID?
 
Sam Reece: Well, I saw that Sydney has had a massive spike in vacancy rates and that's because you were very heavily reliant on
overseas travellers, migrants, university students and of course that's just turned around completely, especially from those Asian-
based countries, especially because of the political atmosphere between Australia and China at the moment.  So, unfortunately,
you're going to have to adapt and if you were renting it out for X, you now are going to have to look at renting it out for Y, you're
going to have to meet the market. But, you were making hay while the sun was shining. There is always a cyclical matter when it
comes to property. So if you were making that great dollar up until now, count your blessings, adapt to the market and then monitor
the market. The market will adjust again but if you actually expect you get the same dollar value for your apartment as you were 12
months ago, especially in those very high intensity areas that had a lot of migrants or otherwise, like your say, short-term, you're
not going to be successful. So you really have to stop, take a bit of a checklist of what's going on and then adapt accordingly.  
Think, if you're trying to sell that apartment now, it's also going to be a difficult situation. If you've got a kid in your family that you
want to put out of home, pop it into that apartment and maybe enjoy the freedom of not having them at home. But you're going to
have to be adaptable, that is for sure.
 
Amanda Farmer: Yes, and certainly what we are seeing here in Sydney and with the work that I've been doing with owners is a lot
of opportunity being taken up to renovate and to add some value while the property is empty. That may be driving some other
residents insane where they've got 3 renovations going on in their building at the one time, that's been happening in my building.
But, a pause, a breather to be able to catch up on that particular work or do something that you've always planned to do, maybe
now is the time.  

Sam Reece: Absolutely. Because of course you can write off all of those renovations through your tax. So that might be where you
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actually can make the cash that you're missing out on with the rent and certainly, if you are competing against a lot of new stock,
it's very hard if you actually are what we might classify as a C grade or a D grade apartment. Okay? So we're seeing that in the
office space, all the A grade office spaces come on. We're seeing a lot of vacancies in the C and D grade. So if your apartment is
recognised as being a C or D grade, take this time to actually, especially with the federal government funding for renovations, I
would certainly say have a look at that because you can actually, if you're spending 150,000, you can get a 25,000 kickback from
the federal government and certainly, that will increase your dollar value rent wise once the market returns to norm.

Amanda Farmer: Yes. And some lessons to be learned there, I think, when we do consider investors who have purchased in
particular areas, thinking they will jump on, for example, the short-term letting train, thinking that you'd be renting to students
there’s a lesson there about putting all your eggs in one basket, perhaps. We don't know what the future holds.
 
Sam Reece: Definitely. Listen, if you're running a business, you always need to have three business streams, right? So, you
actually need to say, "Right." So, when I was running my business, I was looking at small business, mining and property, right?
Now I'm in property, I do research, marketing and then also the Australian Apartment Advocacy. So at the end of the day, you
actually need to say to yourself, "Was I too heavily reliant on that one market place? Did I actually assess the risk carefully
enough?" It's all good and well to actually take in the cash when it's coming in, but you also have to look at your risk assessment. 
So, if you're going to take a high risk situation, high income, then it's also going to be a high low when you actually then, in terms of
the other way the market might shift, if you actually were going for a low risk, more than likely, you still have tenants in your
apartment at the moment.
 
Amanda Farmer: You mention there, Sam, new stock coming onto the market and you've just triggered a thought there for me
about off-the-plan sales. And I don't know how much of that, I imagine a fair bit you see of that
in Western Australia as we do over this side. Before COVID was the dirty word I think defects was up there and I know that you did
also do a survey on defects, perhaps that was last year if I'm not mistaken. Where is the off-the-plan market? Have you seen
changes in that over the last 12 months now that everybody seems alert to building defects in new apartment buildings?
 
Sam Reece: Listen, the research that we did definitely demonstrated that only between 14 and 16% of people would buy off-the-
plan. That's alarming, right? And the reason for that is that they want to have a guaranteed finish time, they wanted to make sure
that the specifications that they were promised were delivered, they also wanted to make sure they can actually touch and feel the
apartment.  Now, I have very poor spatial awareness. So when I bought my apartment which is for my retirement, I actually wanted
to touch and feel it, right? But I think the other thing too, is that the defects situation, the research we did with defects demonstrated
there is still a high proportion of people who are experiencing some level of defects in their building. And the concern is that they
are not necessarily then being addressed or fixed quickly.  Now, obviously, in New South Wales David Chandler has come onboard
as the Building Commissioner and he is putting in some very tight legislation and it's really going to shake the industry up. At the
end of the day though, that's actually looking forward, it’s not actually looking retrospectively. So, as a result of that research, I went
and presented at two conferences at the end of February before COVID hit and they were about safe buildings and defects. And
one was in Sydney and one was in Brisbane.  And I had then done some research before then. And I found some research that
was done eight years prior and our research in 2019, so eight years later, show exactly the same results. And I could not believe it.
And at the conference, I said I can't believe that 8 years on, we are seeing the same percentage of defaults and the same issues -
water membrane, structural cracking, water penetration from outside, Victoria cladding. Right? Now, I had people say to me from
the audience, "Well, it took 20 years for asbestos to be removed from the building industry." And I said, "If you think I'm going to
wait 20 years, boys, you have another thing coming, because I'm telling you now." So I've already lobbied every state
government to ban combustible cladding. Queensland has done it. I'm also lobbying every state government to actually have water
membrane installers licensed because if your water membrane goes, baby, your whole building is going to start to fall apart. So
you've got to get ... those are the 2 crucial things that you've really got to get right.  And then in terms of structural cracking, well,
that's about building inspections. Okay? So you have to actually have a building inspection done every year by a structural
engineer. Now, I'm actually creating an education kit. We've formed a working group here in WA with 12 specialists, painting,
structural engineering, fire, water membrane, strata, insurance, legal. And we've created a 52 page document which is 52 page A4
sized document. We've broken that into 4 sections. The first section is what you should be thinking about when you're looking to
buy.  So there is questions in there about what to ask the developer. And those questions we're actually asking is things like “Do
you have a manufacturer certification that the water membrane has been installed correctly?”
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Amanda Farmer: Important question.

Sam Reece: Do you have an acoustic test done?
 
Amanda Farmer: Great.
 
Sam Reece: Then we have a section about what to think about when you're moving into a strata and you're moving into your
apartment. And we have got a pre-settlement checklist. And when I had that pre-settlement checklist created, I realised, which was
very embarrassing for me but I'm going to be upfront, that I had been negligent in my pre-settlement check. And I'm meant to be an
expert on apartments.  But it also talks about what insurance you should be covered with, what is basically a body corporate or
owners' corporation, what is their job? What also you need to be thinking about is in terms of your strata fees and where they go.
Then there is a section about defects. So people can actually look at that section and say, "Is this crack in my wall a defect or not?"
And then there is a section about how their rights are protected, both during the 12 month period where obviously there is a builder
warranty but then post that as well, up to six years under the statutory warranty period  So, the whole idea is that when we
partnered with the WA Building Commission here, they said to us, "Well, we've got new legislation coming in so we're going to be
pushing top down to actually monitor and after that Shergold Weir report every state is now putting  in new legislation. But the
beauty about this education kit is if a potential buyer walks in and says, "Where is X or where is Y?" And the developer says, "I
don't have that," they're going to walk out the door. And when they walk out the door, the developer is going to think, "I better start
doing that."  So we're going to have an upward pressure on the developer to start doing the right thing and then there'll be a
statutory downward pressure. So somewhere between there, they are going to be squashed in the middle. And that will be at the
point where I think the quality will actually start to become more consistent because when you have a boom, quality goes out the
door. And we've seen that in Sydney, we've seen that in Victoria and we've seen that in WA and I'm no longer prepared to actually
tolerate that because these are people's livelihoods, these are people's assets.  When you look at Mascot Towers, that was meant
to be a $12.5 million fix. It's now a $52 million fix. $20 million of that is actually interest on the $32 million loan. You might as well
scrap that building. Now, those people had a choice to actually have a building inspection done in the second year. It was going to
cost $12,000, about 120 bucks per apartment and they chose not to. I don't understand that. I say you've got to look at your
apartment building as an asset.
 
Amanda Farmer: So true.

Sam Reece: And the other day, I was at my Council of Owners AGM or the building, the strata company's AGM, and people were
grumbling about why the rates have gone up. And I said, "I own in this building a $70 million asset. I'm highly unlikely to own a $70
million asset again in my life." So, when I sit at the Council of Owners, I put my business hat on and that business hat says, "What
is the best thing I can do for this building?" So we actually approved to have shade sails put on to some of the balconies, we made
sure that they were compliant, they had to be compliant.

But then, when they had to drill into the balcony to put them in there, I made sure the waterproofing manufacturer came out and
inspected every one that was installed and he certified, the company certified, that they were installed correctly and he would still
provide the warranty because the water membrane warranty often is for 10 to 15 years. Now, I don't care what the residents think
about me about being slightly anal about that.
 
Amanda Farmer: Something worth being anal over.
 
Sam Reece: I'm happy to be anal about that because I know then that I'm not going to have issues with people upstairs and their
balconies leaking and structurally, we'll be sound. So I know, a lot of people don't think about this but that's why I'm doing what I'm
doing.
 
Amanda Farmer: Yes. And some people will say, "Oh, you're lucky that you have that knowledge, have that experience, you're an
expert, you're an apartment expert, you've been buying and selling and advising for such a long time." But, here you are, bringing
that knowledge to as many people as you can, just sharing that. One tip, if you are going to be installing some kind of anchor points
on a roof, if you are installing some kind of posts or pillars where there is tiling, you should have a waterproofer come out and 
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check and re-certify your water proofing, it's going to put you in good stead for the coming years. That little bit of information. 30
seconds could save someone hundreds of thousands of dollars.
 
Sam Reece: Well, there is no education kit for apartment owners like we've created anywhere in Australia and it will be completely
free.

Amanda Farmer: Tell me this, is it just for people buying new builds or is it relevant to anybody buying an apartment?

Sam Reece: Anyone. Anyone. Because I think it's very important. Yes, so we've actually even got imagery of balconies where you
actually can see mould running down. And that's an indication that the water proofing is gone. So we've actually said, "When you
see this, get an actual expert to come out and check it before you actually look to buy the apartment."
 
Amanda Farmer: See, simple stuff but you don't know what you don't know, don't know what to look for.

Sam Reece: Absolutely. And I'm very grateful to these 12 people in this working group. It's taken me probably about 120 hours
because I interviewed each of them, I wrote the text, I then sent them the text. They then double checked it. It came back. And so
encompassing everybody's input into this one document has been a significant project. But thank you COVID because I could
do that.
 
Amanda Farmer: Yes. I know that feeling, being able to catch up. We will make sure that we have a link under this video where
people can go to connect with you, Sam, and make sure that they are in your universe to be first on the list to get their hands on
this education kit.
 
Amanda Farmer: Now, you've mentioned there your discussions with governments across the country about defects, about
cladding. What else is on the agenda for Australian Apartment Advocacy when it's talking to government on behalf of apartment
owners?

Sam Reece: Well, I actually have come up with a new funding model as well which we're looking to actually ... it's called a policy
innovator. And what we're looking to do is actually look at providing a consumer protection service. Again, that's not applicable
anywhere in Australia, where people can actually ring in, get access to free legal advice, get access to free building inspections,
get access to a Strata Manager, so they can come out and actually do an audit with their owners corporation or body corporate. Or
they can also provide counseling, provide training.
 
Sam Reece: Because the one thing I always, as you know, I've been doing these Zoom sessions where people can call in and talk
about their problems. And there is a consistent issue over and over again. My strata manager is not doing the right thing, the body
corporate or the owners corporation are fractured, we've got building issues and no one is taking it seriously. And how do I actually
then deal with defects. What is my course, recourse for action?  So, and this is not just in one state, it’s across Australia and I'm
sure it's probably across the world. So I want to actually start with Victoria because Victoria, in particular, has had a situation where
we've got 1,500 buildings with combustible cladding. I had a session the other day about combustible cladding. I had an elderly
man in his 80s. He's got the equivalent of 5 litres of petrol per square meter. It's frightening, it's frightening.
 
Amanda Farmer: He's got it stored in his apartment are you saying?
 
Sam Reece: In the cladding.
 
Amanda Farmer: Oh, sorry.
 
Sam Reece: When it's flammable.
 
Amanda Farmer: He's got the equivalent, right.
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Sam Reece: Per square metre.

Amanda Farmer: Yes, terrifying.

Sam Reece: Terrifying. He's had a situation where he actually doesn't feel comfortable about having his grandchildren in the
building. His mental health is really suffering. So, those people really are in a dilemma because even though the state government
has to decide $600 million, they identified 300 they are trying to fast track. That still leaves 220 in the high risk zone. You got the
same in New South Wales.
 
Amanda Farmer:
Oh yes, but no funding.
 
Sam Reece: $500 million. My question is, if you have banned combustible cladding 20 years ago, would we even be in this
situation? No. So that's the good argument to actually now justify banning combustible cladding despite the fact that in New South
Wales they'll say, "Oh, well, it can be used in some elements." No, it can't because your insurance company, as soon as they see
combustible cladding on your building, will put your insurance right up.  And now banks won't loan against your building if they had
any element of combustible cladding. So this is a dilemma. So Victoria has had that situation plus we've also had the Minister for
Consumer Protection step down because of the stacking of the seats debacle that happened earlier this year plus also that tower
that was a COVID cluster certainly wasn't great for the perception of apartment living. So you've got all these elements happening
plus where I was looking in Victoria, they are looking at another 25,000 apartments being delivered to the market in the next 5
years.  So, the apartment lifestyle is only going to grow and I want to actually empower people who are buying into an apartment so
they understand what their rights are, they understand what they should be looking for and then once they are in there, they
actually feel empowered to actually have a say in how their building or asset is actually operated. And you get some power hungry
people onto these council of owners or owners corporations and they rule it as if they are king.  Well, hello, it's a democracy and
whether you like it or not, you actually have to take into account everybody's point of view and so the idea of auditing council of
owners or owners corporations, auditing your strata manager, even by providing benchmarks where you can actually see how your
actual strata fees are going compared to other buildings your size, that's all about empowering those apartment owners to make
the best decisions for them.

Amanda Farmer: Yes, well that would be fabulous if we could see the government working with people like you, Sam, to build,
fund, and deliver something like that for our apartment owners. That would make a huge difference. You've mentioned there some
of the governance issues. The powers of committee members or councils of owners, Strata Managers perhaps not quite being as
qualified as they could be or as experienced. I know in Western Australia you have, just within the last few months, had some very
significant reform with amendments to your Strata Titles Act. I understand from talking to some of your lawyers over there that a lot
of that was directed to addressing those governance issues and even recognising for the first time that Strata Managers exist, they
are actually mentioned in the legislation.  Do you believe that that legislation is going to go somewhere to assist owners that are in
those unenviable buildings where they have a power hungry council or an inexperienced Strata Manager?
 
Sam Reece: We don't actually still regulate our Strata Managers over here, Amanda, which I am now ... oh, that's my hobby horse
as well that we should be regulating our Strata Managers. So, I'm constantly getting phone calls and then calling Strata Managers
and saying to them, "I'm hearing this is what's happening, is that correct?" And they are like, "Who are you?" And I'm like,
"Someone who is going to take you to Ben Wyatt, who is our minister who deals with strata, unless you fricking fix this."  Now, I
don't love to be that kind of person. And I certainly am not getting paid to be that kind of person.
 
Amanda Farmer: Good on you. I get paid to be that person.
 
Sam Reece: I just like to actually tell people, "I'm going to put the fear of God in you unless you do the right thing." Now,
why am I doing that on my own if the government is not doing it?" It's like a question unanswered. But it’s the good thing about the
new strata regulations which, by the way, took 21 years to get there, right?

Amanda Farmer: Indeed, I know.
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Sam Reece: 21 years. Oh my goodness, and I thought it took a lot to get my research done. But anyway, the good thing is, we've
got somewhere now. It actually removes conflict of interest which, I think, is very important because some people get on to the
owners' corporations so they can actually benefit by actually getting business directed to them which is a big no no. And we have
that on my own council of owners. The chairman's son was doing all the electrical work and now he has to leave the room when we
vote and we now get 3 quotes which I always advocate for.  It also means that the developer can no longer vote on defects which
is really fantastic because the developer is always going to actually have their own best interests at heart and that's not always the
best interests of the residents and the strata lot owners.  And it also basically has forced the government to actually now start
looking at actually how we can actually be proactive with dealing with complaints about building defects and actually taking action
against developers that have unfortunately been negligent in how they have actually built these buildings.  So, I am grateful for the
strata regulation changes. It also has enforced a 10 year building maintenance plan. So you actually have to engage a building
manager, they have to do a building maintenance plan and that plan is to be reviewed every year and then your budget is done
accordingly because we do have some stratas, as I sure you have stratas over there, which, in fact, are in the red and hence
actually in big trouble. If you actually don't have any money in the kitty, you're going to be in deep trouble and in fact, you normally
actually then have to basically disband the actually strata company which is not okay.  So, consequently, now, I do this with my
own strata company in terms of my apartment, but I'm sure I'm the rarity. But now it's enforced which is great. But we're having
strata managers who are not coming to grips with it and Strata Managers are not Building Managers. They are not going to be able
to write you a building maintenance program. You need to actually hire a specialist to do that.  My only concern now is that there
are some companies who are thinking, "Oh, quick buck." The lack of knowledge about that. So I've done several Zoom sessions
about it, I've also done Buyer Beware, this is what should be contained at the minimum in your building management program. I've
actually brought on one of my working group members as a specialist in that area and I refer all work to him because I know he is
honest.
 
Amanda Farmer: Yes, we definitely see that in New South Wales. We've had, for some time, this requirement to have the 10 year
plan and you definitely see companies who come in, they have the template agreements, 500 bucks. Let's tick a box and away you
go. It means nothing.

Sam Reece: Nothing. And so we're actually being charged 10 grand here for a tick of box.

Amanda Farmer: Oh gosh.

Sam Reece: And they don't even come out and inspect the building which is totally negligent. So be aware, please, people. If
you're going to do a building maintenance plan, make sure it's robust and make sure you know that in year 8, we're going to
replace the lift so we need to have this much money. In year 12, we're going to do the repaint or whatever. This is what it's all
about, forward planning. Because, as I said, it's not just your home, it's maybe 100 people's other homes and that's why you need
to be proactive.

Amanda Farmer: Yes, so true. Now, Sam, we have spoken about so much in this short time that we've had together but I'm not
letting go without letting everybody know about your apartment trial program. We talked about it on the podcast a couple of years
ago. I know you've had a few trials since then. What is that all about?

Sam Reece: So, when we spoke, it was because I had a trial with Oracle Apartments and Blackburn for 12 months where we
actually had every person move in for a month. They actually had to be hesitant about apartment living, that was the key. So they
moved in for a month, they tried it out and we had people who were young families in terms of 5 year olds, families with tweenies,
we had families with teenage children. Then we had people in their 80s, right through people who are baby boomers and that kind
of thing. Because people say to me, "Oh, apartments are great for young people and for baby boomers." And I'm like, "Apartments
are great for everybody."  So, as a result of that, I then did another trial with Claremont but this time, we actually put socialites into
the apartments which was great.
 
Amanda Farmer: Influencers.

Sam Reece: Young women, they were very influential, had Instagram followers of 25,000 plus. One of them was actually Rayne 
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Embley, she is an West Coast Eagles player’s ex-wife and she moved in with her 3 kids. Now, this was at Claremont which is built
around that Claremont Oval. And she was really reluctant to move in because she's got three boisterous children and she was
moving into a 3 bedroom apartment. And she was saying to me, "Listen, I shove them out the front into the driveway to play
basketball. How am I going to cope being in an apartment?" And what she found was that she just basically ... They could go down
to the oval and be on the oval, she could sit on the balcony having a glass of wine and watch the kids on the oval. They were
completely safe, they couldn't actually escape the oval if that makes sense.  And she loved it so much that after the one month trial,
she signed a 6 month lease and stayed on. And she made apartment living look very elegant, let me tell you. Gorgeous looking
lady. And I was delighted. And then I went to Melbourne to release the results of the research and Channel 9 said to me, "We love
what you've done with the Oracle Trial, will you do the same thing in Melbourne?" And I said, "Yes." And so Mirvac partnered with
me with their Docklands, gorgeous Docklands apartments.  And we had a young family who moved in with their 2 kids, aged 5 and
3. And then we also had a family move in with their 18 year old daughter because I'm a big believer, you don't need to wait for your
kids to leave home to move into an apartment. And they actually were living in the burbs this family with the 18 year old, but they
were spending all their weekend time in the city, going to art galleries and shows and that kind of thing. And then we actually had a
45 year old couple but then their parents who were in their 70s move into the apartment. And it was just astronomical because the
young family were living an hour out of Victoria in a country town because they thought they needed to have a backyard.  And the
husband was commuting into the city. And the wife was going completely bonkers. The highlight for her
week was to actually go to the library for story time. And she was a professional woman and her husband was leaving at 6 o'clock
in the morning to be in the city in time for work, not getting home till 7 o'clock at night. She felt alone and isolated. And she moved
into the apartment with her husband and the 2 kids and she came alive.  So she could walk out the door, there was grasslands
around them, park lands around, she could walk down to the art gallery on Southbank, because she was only just a kilometre stroll
away. And she realised that she didn't need a backyard for her children. And she realized that when she was right mentally, the
whole family was right mentally. And for me, that was one of the biggest gifts I could give her. And I was so delighted to be actually
able to include her and I know for a fact that they are now looking to sell their property and move into the CBD.
 
Amanda Farmer: There you go.

Sam Reece: Because she wants to study and she wants to be alive. Once you have children, it doesn't mean that your life has to
now actually go on hold. It just means that you need to accommodate them. So yes, it was a fantastic trial and then Channel 9 said
to me, "Do one in Queensland." And then COVID hit. But I will be back to Queensland and I will be doing an apartment trial in
Queensland because it just goes to show, I know with the WA one, we had Karl and Debbie move in and in the first week, I had
Debbie on the phone to me and she didn't like heights and she didn't like dark spaces and she didn't like the balcony and she was
worried that her cat was going to kamikaze off the balcony. And they were light sleepers and she said to me after a week, "We
can't do this, we need to move out."  And I said, "Deb, darling, Deb, Deb, Deb, please. Please, darling, sweetness, sugar, please.
Stay for another week." And then after another week she rang me and said to me, "Oh, it's not any better." And I said to her,
"Deb, darling Deb, sometimes it takes three months for you to adapt to a change in lifestyle. Please just do me the honour of
staying for the month." Anyway, I went to record them at the end of the month and I walked into the apartment and I sat down and I
said, "What do you think, Deb?" And she said to me, "I rate apartment living 10 out of 10."  And I was like, "What?" And 6 months
after they moved out of that apartment trial, they had sold their house which was actually their downsized house and bought an
apartment and moved into that apartment and they were loving life and they sold a car and by selling that car, the savings they
made on registration, insurance, that covered their strata fees. It was a lovely older style three bedroom apartment which meant
they didn't have to cull any of their furniture. They moved everything in. And I tell you what, they are like newlyweds.  So, I just say
if you have a hesitation about apartment living, a lot of developers now in WA as a result of what I did are now doing a week trial
and they are actually finding they are having a fantastic conversion rate because you don't know, as you said, what you don't know,
right? And 60% from our research, 60% of people actually are unsure about apartment living but once they get a chance to try it,
the conversion rate has been 100%.
 
Amanda Farmer: Yes, because you have this imagining or you may have this idea of all the bad stuff that might come with
apartment living not realising that it ain't that bad and there is a whole lot of good stuff as well that you've never even thought of
and until you're living it, you don't know that it's there.
 
Sam Reece: And with modern designs you don't have problems with privacy, you don't have problems with noise. Modern designs
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actually deal with all of those things, especially from a quality builder.

Amanda Farmer: Exactly.
 
Sam Reece: So it made them realise that all their perceptions, their myths had actually been unfounded which was awesome.
 
Amanda Farmer: And they are living now the easy breezy lifestyle.
 
Sam Reece: Easy breezy lifestyle.
 
Amanda Farmer: I love that. Well, Sam, thank you so much for joining our summit as a very special guest expert. Is there anything
that you wanted to leave us with that we haven't managed to cover today?
 
Sam Reece: I think if you are watching and you would like to hear, we have an e-news that goes out with our research and tips and
advice every month, please register with us, we would love to have you on our database. We are about to do some research,
actually, about discretionary spend of apartment owners in their local area, i.e. a 400 meter walkability because that data has not
been provided before either.  And I have a feeling that once local governments see the economic gain of actually having an
apartment in their local area, they'll actually realise that in fact it's a plus, not a negative. Because as we found out from our
research, basically 70% of people who live in apartments are managers or professionals and the rest are retirees. And they come
from a professional or a management background. So I say apartments are a plus if they are built right and if they actually are
managed correctly.
 
Amanda Farmer: Oh, well, that would be fascinating research. I look forward to that. Thank you, Sam, you are hardworking. I love
your passion, I love your positivity, I love your ambition. We are so lucky to have you as part of our big broad strata sector across
this country and I look forward to catching up with you again soon.
 
Sam Reece: My pleasure, Amanda. And I just want to say thank you. I always get your podcast coming through and you're always,
always challenging the norm. And that's the stuff, ladies, especially with red hair, need to do. We need to actually say, "That norm
is no longer appropriate, let's up the ante and let's make apartment living even better than it can be."

Amanda Farmer: That's it. Here's to the easy breezy lifestyle.
 
Sam Reece: Thank you, Amanda.
 
Amanda Farmer: Thanks, Sam.
 
Amanda Farmer: I hope you enjoyed that interview with Sam Reece. You can find out more about Sam and Australian Apartment
Advocacy in the notes below this video. Now, the Shared Space Summit is not just about information, it is also about action. If
you've taken away some action steps from this interview, that is awesome. I'd love for you to share those with us over on the
Facebook page. There is a link below to that page.
 
That's where you'll find us, debriefing live each afternoon this week. I'm also bringing you some more special guests and I'm
available there to answer your questions too. Now, would you like to hear my summit shift? When sharing her predictions for the
post-COVID area Sam said she believes we're going to see more people living their dream, not waiting for some uncertain future
time. This means we'll see more people downsizing or rightsizing earlier in life and enjoying all the benefits of the easy breezy
apartment lifestyle.  If we can ride out this current pause, there is a very bright future around the corner for apartment owners,
whether residents or investors. I really loved hearing that from someone as experienced and successful as Sam. Now, throughout
the whole summit, I'm here as your summit mentor, supporting you to make the most of all the summit sessions and put into action
what you've learned. I'll continue to give you my summit shift at the end of each session.  The summit closes on Friday. The good
news is, if you're a member of the Your Strata Property online community, you will continue to get access to all the summit
sessions. I'm popping them over in the members only video library at the end of this week. If you're not yet a member then head 
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over to stratamembership.com because for this week only, just while the summit is open, we are welcoming new members into
our community.  This is the only online community of strata owners and Strata Managers that's supported by a team of strata
experts led by me, a qualified practicing strata lawyer. We are answering your questions in our Q&A forum and giving you access
to the templates, the tools, the resources that you need to ensure peaceful and profitable apartment living. You'll find all the details
over at stratamembership.com, including the summit bonus.  This bonus is especially for you because you're joining our online
community this week as part of the summit. The bonus is your summit souvenir playbook. I've prepared for you a complete list of
key takeaways from each summit session, including everyone of my summit shifts and the action steps that you can take in your
communities to implement precisely what our summit guests are sharing in their interviews. Valued at $197, the summit souvenir
playbook is yours for free when you join the membership this week.  Head on over to stratamembership.com for more details and
get ready for your next summit session. If you are watching this on Friday morning and it's not yet 11 AM, you still got time to
catch my session which I'm delivering live today. There is a link below if you'd like to tune in live. I'd love to see you there.
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